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Asian Heritage Month: Oil

Earn up to 226 a mouth by donating patentlally
life+saving plasma!

Visit our friendly, modem center and iind out more about the
opportunity to earn cash while helping others.
Open 7 days

aweek

Phone:224-1973

'Aventis 165E.1eiena St.
Dayton, OH 45404

Need Money For College?

Local Manufacturing Company now accepting
applications for FULL or PART TIME positions.

0Flexible Hours!»o

Great for school schedule!
Starting

Pay: $7.00/hr ±

Looking for positive, team-oriented
people for a variety of positions •
. ;. _
our state-of-the-art facility.
~
(Ero#x.
4
'

f

UCIE Conference Room,
Student Union.
Lambda Union meeting at
7p.m.
UAB Movie: The Kings of
Comedy, at 8 p.m. in the
Medical Sciences Auditorium.
Free of charge.
Panhellenic Council
meeting at 10 p.m. in E157B
Student Union.

April 12

Public Lecture: "Women,
Languges and Identity in a
Post Colonial Context: The
Thio Village in New Caledonia
(South Pacific)" presented by

On-the=job Uocational Training

pply in person at: Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn
(Just off 1-675 at the State Route 235 exit)

from noon to 1 p.m. in the

Thursday,

(based on skill and experience)

"old

paintings by Leo Hong Mao
featured in the Student Union
Art Gallery through April 30,
11 a.m. to 7 p.m. (Monday
through Thursday), 11 a.m. to
5 p.m. (Friday), noon to 5 p.m.
(Saturday and Sunday).
International Brown Bag
Seminar: "Land, Culture and
Identity in New Caledonia,"

<

Ali Industries is a drug and smoke free facility!
Friendly, Multi-cultural environment

Come in for SPECIAL RATES
for WSU Students for
Your Spring 2001 Formal Dance!
Includes:

Coat, Pants, Shirt, Vest, and Shoes!
Get Prepared NOW!

2 Locations:
'WSU Shoppes II, across from WSU:
2808 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Fairborn, OH 45324

426-9080

Kettering, Dayton:
Dayton, OH 45429

293-9779

1827 East Stroop Rd.

Friday,

April 13

Asian Heritage Month:
Chinese Movie: Not One
Less, at 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in
116 Health Sciences.

Monday,

April 16

"Wright Word," in 100 Oak
lounge at 6 p.m.
Library Term Paper
Research Clinics available
through May 11. Call 7752925 or visit the Paul
Laurence Dunbar Library's
second floor information desk.
Asian Heritage Month:
"An Evening with Korean

Fiction Writer, Yi Munyo," at 5
p.m. in E156A, B, C Student

Union. Movie: The Last

Empress (English subtitles), 5
p.m., followed by a brief
reception, lecture at 7:30 p.m.
and boo signing at 9:30 p.m.
UAB's WWF Wrestling

Night, from 9 to 11 p.m. in the
Rathskellar.

Tuesday,

April 17

Asian Heritage Month:
"Counseling Asian Americans:
Issues, Strategies and Research," presented by Dr. Mei
Tang, assistant professor of
counselor education at the
University of Cincinnati, from
4 to 5:45 p.m. in E 154
Student Union.
Miami County Historical
and Genealogical Society
general membership meeting
at 7 p.m. at the Willowbrook
Nature Center and Garbry
Museum located on Looney
Road in Piqua, south of
Edison Community College.
Ron Schnmidt is the speaker.
Call Barbara Bollenbacher at

(937) 773-7511.

CAMPUS CRIME

Arson/Related Offenses
April 3: Criminal mischief
was reported from Hickory
Hall.
April 4: Criminal damaging was reported from the
College Park bridge.

Assault

1827 East Stroop Bd.= Dayton, Ohio 45429 ·(937) 293-9779
2808 Cotonet Gtern Hwy • Fairborn, Ohio 45324- {S937) 426-90a0

Dr. Tran-Tourouer Ngoc-Anh.
Campus Crusade for
Christ at 8 p.m. in the Medical
Sciences Auditorium.
Karaoke in the
Rathskellar, 8 to 11 p.m.
sponsored by the Union
Activities Board.
Asian Heritage Month:
Movie: Children of Camps, at
1 p.m. in E154 Student Union.
Student Government
meeting at 6 p.m. in E156A
and B Student Union.

March 25: Menacing was
reported from University Hall.
April 3: Simple, nonaggravated assault was
reported from the Nutter
Center.
April 3: Simple, nonaggravated assault was
reported from the Nutter
Center.
April 5: Simple, nonaggravated assault was
reported from the College
Park Apartments.

Contempt

March 30: Attempt to
commit a crime was reported
from Fawcett Hall.

Drug Offenses

April 1: Drug abuse was
reported from Hawthorn Hall.
Larceny-Theft

March 31: A Miamisburg
resident reported a theft from
the Student Union.
April 1: A Huber Heights
resident reported a theft from
the Nutter Center.
April 2: A Middletown
resident reported a theft from
the Student Union.
April 6: A Dayton resident
reported a theft from Oelman
Hall.
Liquor Offenses

April 6: Underage consumption was reported from
Hamilton Hall.

Offense Against Public
Peace

April 2: Telephone harassment was reported from
Boston Hall.

April 3: Disorderly conduct by intoxication was
reported from the Nutter
Center.
April 3: Disorderly conduct while intoxicated was
reported from the Nutter
Center.
April 5: Disorderly conduct was reported from the
Student Union.

Serving Outstanding
Warrant

April 5: Defendant was
detained for serving an
outstanding warrant.

Traffic

April 2: Driving under the
influence and driving left of
center was reported on Zink
Road.
April 3: An auto accident,
non-injury was reported on
Forest Lane.
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The Campus Beat. Ears to the Ground.

Tuition tug-of-war
WSU to increase tuition to
cover Ohio funding cuts
By Jessica Donham
Staff Writer

Governor Bob Taft and
the state of Ohio have
frozen funding for Ohio
state universities.
Ohio's government is in
the process of setting the
state budget, and schools
can only estimate the
amount of 2001-2002 state
subsidies.
"The
Governor's office said that
there will be a budget cut
next year. Re brought
Ohio's Board of Regents
and all the university
presidents together and
said they are going to have
to make do with what they
have, and not to plan on
[receiving] anything more,"
said Matthew Diggs, Board
of Trustees chair.
As a result, the Board of
Trustees have voted to
increase tuition by six

percent for the 2001-2002
academic year.
According to Matthew

Filipic, vice president for
Business and Fiscal Af-

fairs, Wright State will
receive even less money
than anticipated from the
state.
"We first estimated
receiving $1 million less,
but as it turns out, since
January, the funding may
be cut by even more," said
Filipic.

Public universities

across the state are finding their funding from
Ohio being decreased.
"Governor Taft is
really concentrating on
grades K-12.1 know their
state stipends are increasing while the universities

are receiving less money,"

said Michelle Novak,
student trustee.
"The problem is that
this will probably continue. We [the Board of
Trustees] are quite concerned. The trustees are
all active in
expressing
their concern
to Governor
Taft and

"We (the Board) are
quite concerned."

-Matthew Diggs,

Board of Trustees chair

Ohio's legisla-

ture, and so is
President
Goldenberg,"
said Diggs.

I Tuition incr'
Bowling Green

Ohio State
Toledo
Akron
Ohio Univ.

Cleveland State

wsu

Wright State and Sinclair Community College sign language students converse with
members of the Deaf community for the "Silent Saturday" activity held at the Fairfield

Commons Mall. The Sinclair MAC Club arranges the various monthly activities

throughout Dayton so students have the opportunity to use their sign language abilities.
Sign language teachers and local interpreters also attend Silent Saturdays to socialize
and meet new people. At Wright State, students may take sign language as an elective,
as a foreign language, or to get a sign language certificate in conjunction with Sinclair.

Photo by Gina Sparks

Out of 13 comparable
public universities in Ohio
only two-Central State
University and Shawnee
State University- rank
lower than Wright State in
cumulative percentage
increase in charges from
fall 1997 to fall 2000.
Two universities, Miami
University and Bowling

Green State University, tie
with WSU in the same
category.
"I think that Wright
State is doing exceptionally
well. They can't control the
money they get from the
state or from endowments.
Tuition is where the university can compensate. We
are increasing our tuition

Undergraduate Tuition, 1997-98

How does "
Fa .

Making a statement without saying a word

'
-. - --· _·- __. -.•·•-· _ ·.__ -•· \];<

16%
20%
16.5%
24%
17%
17%

16%

less than other universities.
I've heard Ohio State
University is increasing
theirs by nine percent," said
Novak.
"I frankly don't see
tuition increases to go over
six percent in the coming
years, but we don't know
what's going to happen,"
said Diggs.

vs. 2000-01

7,000

6,000
5,000
4,000

MUG Tuition, 1997-98

UG Tuition, 2000-01

3,000

2,000

.

1,000
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Wright State gets a piece of the moon

missions landed in different
regions of the moon, therefore, the rocks represent
If the moon is not made
diverse areas.
of cheese, what is it made of? '
Not all of the lunar
Lunar rock samples on loan
samples are "rocks." Accordfrom the Johnson Space
ing to Figueroa, they are
Center in Houston will be
"quite small." Some are fine
presented to the Wright State
or rocky powders enclosed in
community.
a circular disk. Others are no
John Figueroa, a senior
larger than one inch long.
electrical engineering major
"The samples can be
and the program's presenter,
viewed with the naked eye,"
is borrowing these fragments
said Figueroa, "but their
from NASA for three months
crystalline structure and
elements are best seen under
to educate people about the
history and geology of the
a microscope."
moon, the Earth and solar
Figueroa's program
system, and the legacy of the includes using microscopes
Apollo missions to the moon.
for a hands-on examination
"The program has
of the samples. A slide show
been around for a while. It's a and video are also used in the
little over 20 years old. NASA presentation.
makes the samples and
Although some samples
meteorites available to certain are in a powdery form, the
people for education and
rock-like samples are compresentation purposes," said
posed of metals with silicates
Figueroa.
or lava petrified over eons.
The six samples are from
According to Figueroa,
Apollo missions such as
the materials found in the
Apollo 15, Apollo 16 and
lunar samples show evidence
Apollo 17. Each of these
supporting the theory that
By Erin Runtz
News Editor

JNRHII WINTER
QUar
RECOGNITION
Scholarship Recipients

Fall Quarter

Member-ErinRuotz

Resident- Kristine Albus
Winter Quarter

Member- Amanda Mconnell
enter- 'Tarin lint
Resideli- Scott Risner
hnuryOTIS

Student

Allison Rusley nominated by Kristine Alu
Lalleshia Poore oomimted by Jamie Moore

Smi Mertie oominaled by Kat Steiner
Serena lack nominated by !unia-Leis Bishop
Andy McDonie nominated by Chad Wamimont
Matt Hayes nominated by BrianJenks
Jakie Lung no1DUL1ted by Raebel Allen

Shannon Patton oniuled by Brandi Alexander
Jenifer Hilliardnominated by Sara Shekelloff

John PulkiinenJIOIDimted by Jamie Siffa
Amy Cappema nominated by Holly Gilson

IBHH

Gloria Daniella and Sara Shekelholf, (had

Mink aill Eiin Runtz

Wamimont and Matt Valentine
Melanie OUtride nominated by Kosten Bncher
. Tresa Barlage nominated by rann Mint

Roger (liapman-Cmter nominated by Erin Eyesight

Community !dfisor

Tarin Mink nominated by (Chad Rerision, Sona
Aronorich and Shannon Vaughn
Jay Jelaney onimated by Lissa Stapleton

Chad Wamimont nominated by Rose Williford
~ Stapletonnominated by Patrtce Bmton
Sonya !Yromovich nominated by Brandi Howanl ad
Jerea] Loper

Kat Sleiner nomimted by Bianca Brown Steplaoie

Jones and Anthony Seggelbors!

Kristin huher ouiued by KatSteiner and Rase

Williford

Sara Sdeelhoffnonina bylJohn
ed'asmon

BmdAlexaffliernominated by Dannon Patton
Ammla Bemrtt oominated by Bob Feldmann
Eiin Lysaght nominated by JoshJolson
ShannonPatton oominaled by Hillary Slunteau

ments.

Jamie Moore nominated by Josh Jolson0

Adrisor

Kandra Roebke oinated by 'TonBoehnlein

the moon- is a product of the
Earth.
He said when the Earth
was first formed, a giant
meteor the size of the moon
crashed into Earth. The
collision spewed particles
and debris into space
that combined to from
the moon.
"Earth has an
iron core and the
moon has a small
iron core. This
shows signs that
the moon originated from Earth,"
said Figueroa.
The program
will be presented at
various times on
campus. The first
viewing is April 11
and Figueroa is doing a
special presentation on
April 20 for local students
through the Office of
Admissions. Figueroa is also
available to present the lunar
samples to other interested
campus groups or depart-

Taylor oominated by PeterGibbs

Emerald Lakes nominated by Becky Owen
UH Slaff nominated by Gloria (anicell
Woods Community Office oominated by Jeon Dunn
Boger Chapman-Cmtermminated by Kandra
Roebke
DanSejas DOIBinated by RogerChapman-Coster

Erica Greennominated by Erin Rut:

Eric Hanis nominated by FAic llcbert

Johnllorstnan nominated by Chad amimot

T' Hikor Karen Rebecca, and Angel nominated
by Jasmine King
Shannon MCar noninat
thy ed by Rob Feldmann

Jnlahontas Price nominated by 2150! College Pm

'Glori Cmicella nominated by ria Jenks and

Scott nominated by Jeremy Lopez
Michael Sweich nominated by Rachel Allen
Tiffany Young nominated by Josh Johnson

BogerCbapman-Cmternominated by AnjaLeis

'Michel J. Cokley (Chapter nominated by in

FebnrgOT'ls

Adrisor

Bek] ens
Bishop

Kalllra Boembke nominated by Tom Boehnlein

IRIIH

Runtzand Kandra Roebke

Community

4' Hickorynominated by Tracie Koestem

"Miduel J. Coakley Chapter nominated by'Tri

'Tresa Barlage, Roger (Chapman-(Custer and lan

*

CommunitJ

(Comity Adrior

*Valentine's ltay Cunival nominated by Jenn Dunn
* Matt Valentine nominated by Glorta Camicella
Sex and Pizza nominated by Anthony Segelhorst
RC

1st HickoIY nominated by April Mathis
Forest Lane nominated by Prachi Asher and Dan
Sejas

LIH cemmunity oomioated by ihannon Patton
r1 Cedar nominated by Andy Palmer
1' West nominated by Tarin Mink
Ezeutire Board Menler

Lindsay Walthal nomimted by Gloiia (;amicella
Kayela Iendall nominated by Beal lkliker
**Eiic Banis nominated by Erin luat:
~
Neal Diker and Seplanie Jones nominated by

Sejas nominated by Kandra loenbke

Tom Boehnlein nominated by Jamie Sitra and
Amanda Bennett
John casmon nominated by Tom Boehnlein
Tom Cliett nominated by Kandi Roebke
Peter Gibbs nominated by Brandi Howard, Shannon
Yaghn and Soya Aronorih

Tracie Koestmnominated by Kristine Albus

Becky Own nominated by Matt Hayes
Scott RffllJOB nominated by Erin Lysaght and Josh

Jobmon
Jamie Satfa nominated by Tom Cliett
* AntmnJ Segeloorsf nominated by Gloria

April harski

(amice
lla

nominated by Adam Fournier
Neal Duikeroominated by Eric Eldert

Student

'Todd Benzer, Seth Tacker adToph Robinson

'lai Jena oimated by (Crystal Dierso

Becky Oien oominated by Scott Rmtyon
Amy Sues nomimtet\ by AnwHla Bennett
Danielle Pitt nominated by Holly Gibson

Lissa ltapletonnominated by KatSteiner
Rose Williford nominated hy lat Steiner
Marshal] (Chinds nominated by April harski

'Midelle Doemm nominated by Eric Bani
atelle FAge nominated by Erin Lysaught
Melissa Follis nominated by Erin Rut

Program

Rliardo M&'raryhens nominated ty 'Tresa

Bartage

Executive Board Member ofthe Month

Jeannette Wycoffnominated by Kandra Boembke

Diversity

'(CLAS& nominated by Amanda('oell
Spotlight
BCH Governmentnominated by Bianca Brown

* Hamilton Hall Council nominated by Tarin Mint
215A (Keifb McMillan, Chiis Wml Jamie Bliss ml
Audy Knepshield) nominated by Kristen Bucher
LlH Government nominated by (lud anion

and April Mathis

Stephen Malay and Steve Goodwin nominated by

Chad W amimont

Any Sues nominated by Tann Mint
Stephanie Theist nominated by Kandra Roembke
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because of their
experience working
with other college
newspapers and
Nowadays, not only can
the ease of use.
you pick up The Guardian
Sometimes it's
every Wednesday around
hard for newspacampus, you can find the
pers to just do it
paper on the Internet, too.
themselves." The
The Guardian is branching
web company
out into cyberspace, so now
provides a temwhether you are on campus
plate and software
or back at home, university
to manage the
news is only a click away.
website in exSince the first issue of the
change for adverspring quarter on March 28,
tisements placed
the Guardian has published
on the site.
weekly online editions of the
Now that the
print edition every Wedneswebsite is up and Opinions editor Don Bruce prepares to publish his editorials and
letter to the editor to The Guardian's website late Tuesday night.
day. Eventually, the print
running, Irwin
content will be supplemented finally decided to go with the believes that this
with exclusive online-only
will give the staff a better
web server College Publisher
only does the staff benefit,
opportunity to experience the Guardian has the right
resources, it allows us to
but the whole student popugrowing field of web journalproduce a good newspaper
lation benefits because of a
ism.
for students to read. Not
higher quality newspaper."
"Because of the curriculum we have at the university,
this may be the only chance
some of our mass communication majors get to do
something like this," states
Irwin.
Going online is part of
The Guardian's attempts to
make itself a bigger presence
on campus. "The Guardian is
doing a lot to improve itself.
c This year the paper has gone
through more change than it
D
has in the last decade."
Besides the website, part
ccoo of this
change includes a
D
major facelift in The Guard~ ian office. The newspaper
.c
has new furniture, thanks to
0
Dan Abrahamowicz, Vice
6 Dr.
President for student affairs
c
a.. and enrollment services. "We
have a lot more space now
Graphic artist Paul Kulis works on editorial cartoons that
and it allows us to look better
arid more professional,"
will be posted on the The Guardian's new website,
states Irwin. "When The
www.theguardianonline.com
By Alf Butler
Managing Editor

content as Stephanie Irwin,
the editor-in-chief, points out.
"The web lets us do more
with our stories and add
things like audio clips and
photo galleries." Already, the
web site hosts online polls,
forums for students to talk
about campus activity and
places where readers can
send letters to the editors.
The newspaper staff
thought it was important for
The Guardian to develop its
own. "There had been
difficulties with our limited
staff and there were a lot of
questions to be answered,
like do we design it ourselves
or do we outsource? We

=
=
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CARRABBA'S

ITALIAN GRILL

NEED MOTORIST ASSITANCE?

Dinner Only
Casual Italian Dining

Interviewing Soon!

BATTERY JUMP

HIRING All POSITIONS!

AIR FOR A FLAT

Founded 1986

A GALLON OF GAS,
IF YOU RUN OUT ON A
CAMPUS ROADWAY

900 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd.
Washington Township
Flexible Schedules, Vacation,
Insurance Benefits

A subsidary of OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE and
an equal opportunity employer

WANT TO LEARN
HOW TO SHOOT ...

THE FUN WAY?
BASIC TO ADVANCED
AND WE SUPPLY

ALL GEAR.

RENOTT TRAINING
937-236-7234

email: renott@aol.com

CALL PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION

AT 775-2528

BETWEEN 8PM AND 10PM MONDAY
THROUGH THURSDAY

CALL 231-7114

FIVE

FEE WINGS
With purchase of 12 3ullalo wings,

Nat valid with any other coupon or ohter,
Not valid on luesvloys. One per person, per visit.
Offer Expires April 31, 2001
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Model U.N. team to NYC SG delays online
6

n

Ill Team debates
for the 25th year

By Josh Sweigart
Staff Writer

Prepared to discuss
topics ranging from the
global environment to
international security, Wright
State's Model United Nations
Team left April 9 for the
annual Model United Nations
conference in New York City.
The team of 3 7 students
is staying in Manhattan and
will meet daily with 2 500
delegates from 185 schools,
coming from 20 different
countries.
Wright State delegates
are representing the United
States and BosniaHerzegovina this year.
The United States is the
toughest country to represent because other teams are
familiar with United States
policy, according to Donna

Schlagheck, advisor for the
WSU team. "You [the team]
have to know how to do a
really good job in preparing
delegates," said Schlagheck.
"Representing the United
States will be a challenge, but

we've stepped up to it," said
Tracy Kingsley, head del-

egate.
Human rights, peace and
security issues, disarmament
and economic trade will be
some of the main topics
debated, according to
Kingsley, a graduate student
in peace and security studies.
Other countries discussed include Iraq, Bosnia
and Sierra Leon, to name a
few. "I have a feeling we're
gonna kick some butt in New
York," said Kingsley, who is
making her fourth consecutive appearance at the
conference.
"The benefits I've re-

ceived from this program are

astronomical. It's helped
mold and define what I'd like
to do in the future," said

r-------------------------

£SElL car insurance. Lonsider it a benefit for

ii66
·rffjldr
bgst.
giUIng OuT []\dren_your2s1.
Studies show that educators are some of the
)F most responsible drivers around. That's why we

.d'g\_

ff

Y f reward your safe driving with very low rates.
% You may save up to 15%
or more
% 24-hour claim service

=w

1288 N. Broad St.
Fairborn, OH 45324
937-878-4674

Kingsley.
The team will also meet
with the official United
States representatives to the
actual United Nations and
meet for breakfast with Dr.
Kim Goldenberg, who will
be in New York City on
business. The head of the
National Children's Legal
Defense Fund will give a
speech to the entire conference.
Members from the team
have tourist activities
planned, such as going to
the Metropolitan Art Museum. Such free time will be
limited though. "It's going
to be really busy," said
Kingsley.
'
The team has been
preparing for the competition for about six months,
beginning with students
taking Political Science 486

during winter quarter. WSU

also sponsored the regional
Dayton Model United
Nations Conference
(DAYMUNC), which included
15 colleges from four
states.

me wsU Model Umited

Nations team has taken part
in the national conference
for 2 5 years. Last year, WSU

won awards for outstanding

delegation and best position

paper.
"We certainly want to
live up to the WSU reputalion of being one of-if not

elections for 2002

By Josh Sweigart
Staff Writer

Student Government,
after speaking with companies willing to set up their
online election system, has
decided to delay plans until
next year.
Instead of outside
companies, Wright State's
Computing and Telecommunication Services (CATS)
hopes to have the system
online by spring quarter,
2002.
SG made the decision
for a couple of reasons,
according to Eric Schweser,
vice president of SG. One
reason was the cost. The
companies, which included

E-lection.com, Validity

Systems.com, iBallot.com
and VoteHere.net, were
asking between $7,500 and
$8,000 for the service.
Another reason was a
security concern, according
to Schweser. Any company
providing the service,would
have to download all of the
student information contained in CATS computer
memory. SG was not comfortable with this.
"We wanted to be sure
that we were not putting
student security at risk,"
said Schweser.
CATS will make the

system an added feature to
the now existing Raider
Online Express.
"We have the foundation
and data available to us and
we will be reusing existing
feature. Plus, we're a nonprofit organization," said
Terry Anderson, associate
director of information
services.
Initially SG wanted the
service available this quarter,
which CATS couldn't do
because of their workload
with establishing online
registration and fee payment,
according to Anderson.
However, the delay makes it
feasible.
"It's not an overly complex process," said Anderson.
Student Government has
been working on putting
elections online all year.
According to research done
by SG and examples set by
schools such as University of
Texas and Kansas State,
online elections can increase
voter turnout by forty to fifty
percent.
"We all have access to
computers either through
CATS or through personal
computers," said Schweser.
The SG elections that are
held April 24 through 2 6 are
using student identification
card access as the voting
method.

»
weeshlagheck l
% Money-saving discounts

~

the best-prepared," said

www.theguardianonline.com

$8.50 per hour as a Package Handler!
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Earn $8.50 an hour to start!

Tuition Assistance available after 30 days!
Weekends off!
Work up to 26 hours per week!

1 Early morning or evening shift available!

Advancement Opportunities available!

Must be 18 years old to apply!

Apply in person or visit our web site:

M-F, 8-4 pm

FedEx Ground

7920 Center Point-70Blvd.
Huber Heights, Ohio 45424

(937) 236-6774

www.fedex.com
EOE/AA
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Student government
announces candidates
By Erin Runtz
News Editor
The candidates for the
Student Government 20012002 academic year are ready
to campaign. President, vice
president, commuter senator,
residential senator and
college senator positions will
be filled this year (see list).
No candidate applications
were submitted for the Raj
Soin College of Business,
College of Nursing, College of
Education and Human
Resources and School of
Medicine senator positions,
according to Katie Deedrick,
director of the Office of
Student Life.
All submitted applicants
met the eligibility requirements to campaign, said
Deedrick.
Write-in candidates are
permitted at the election
polls.
The candidates met on
April 9 and 1 O to discuss
campaign regulations and
procedures.
Official SG campaigning
begins April 11. Presidential/
vice presidential candidates
will debate prior to election
day. Students may vote for
their college senator, president, vice president and
commuter or residential rep
at the April 24 through 26
elections held in the Student
Union Atrium and in Rike

Corporate Sales / Manager Trainee

A career Opportunity Transworld Systems is a nationwide firm specializing in a
unique computerized, recession proof business service needed by over 90% of all
businesses. Due to expansion we have an opening for a career oriented sales professional. Our Dayton district office is looking for an ambitious professional who is
looking to live up to their potential. We offer:

e

•
•
•
•

$30,000 to $50,000 first year
Excellent Repeat Business
Proven Company Training
Rapid Advancement to Management
No Nights or Weekends

If you are willing to work hard and learn fast then this position offers a stable career,
substantial income and excellent managerial opportunity. For an appointment call
Beckie Sherwood at (937) 643-3030. Call Mon., Tues., or Wed.
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Teach in

ali orni
kids will

and

look up to you, too.

You can teach anywhere. But in California, you

can teach where the Redwoods soar along with the hearts and minds of the children in your classroom. Submit an application

and you may become a giant in your time, too. If you can meet the challenge, we're hiring now.

Visit our website at www.calteach.com or call toll-free,

•
•
•
•
•

1-888-CalTeach.

Competitive starting salaries and benefits
Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
Housing and cost of living incentives
Strong community support for teachers
Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery

alfoach
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Taft passes the buck on to you

Last week the WSU
Board of Trustees approved a 6 percent
tuition increase effective
Fall quarter 2001.
The administration
plans to use the increase

to provide pay raises for

faculty and staff, to
provide funds for vale-

dictorian and salutato-

rian scholarships and to
offset funding cuts by
the State of Ohio.
WSU is still one of
the most affordable
colleges in the state,
ranking ninth out of 13
comparable colleges in
terms of rate increases
and tuition. However,
tuition has increased 16
percent between Fall
1997 and Fall
One of the main
causes of this latest
increase is the continued
tightening of the higher
education budget by the
state of Ohio and specifically Gov. Taft.

more-from the WSU fiscal
year 2002 budget.
Prior to the proposed
cut, Ohio already ranks 42nd
in the nation in state funding
for higher education.
The main reason for this
cut, according to Filipick, is
Gov. Taft's refocusing of
education dollars to the K-12
grade level.
It is astounding that Gov.
Taft is continuing
more state money at Ohio's
primary and secondary
schools without first fixing
the issue of school district
funding, which was ruled
unconstitutional by the Ohio
Supreme Court two years ago

to throw

and is still not corrected.

While K-12 education is

important, fixing the funding
system should be the main
priority of Gov. Taft instead
of just pouring more money
into an unequal, unconstitutional system.
Ohio's future is currently
passing through colleges
such as Wright State and it is
working class students such
as those at WSU who suffer
because of Gov. Taft's
oversight.
Gov. Taft needs to
remember the students who
must work 40-hour work
weeks while attending
college just to make ends

meet. These students deserve better than the paltry
amount that Ohio offers in
support.
Ohio citizens who are
willing to put in the time and
effort to earn their degrees
should not be unfairly
by large student
loan debt because Ohio does
not consider higher education enough of a priority to
offer substantial financial
support.
It is Gov. Taft's lack of
commitment that causes
hard-working Ohio students
to pay more for college than
the average American college
student.

burdened

2000.

According to Mat-.

thew Filipick, Wright
State's vice president of
business and fiscal
affairs, Gov. Taft will be
cutting at least one
million-and potentially
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Pep Boys too classy for WVF

Parents Television Council set to clean up airwaves
Commentary
The PTC is out to clean
by
up television for the children
Don Bruce
and unfortunately for the

The wrestling wars
are heating up, and I'm
not talking about the
WWF's recent purchase of
its rival, World Championship Wrestling.
The Parents Television Council
(www.parentstv.org) has
been waging a continuing
battle against the WWF's
Thursday evening program "Smackdown" since

the summer of 1999.

WWF, companies are listening.
Most recently Pep Boys,
Exxon, and Papa John's have
withdrawn their advertising
dollars from Smackdown.
Beyond these three,
companies such as
McDonald's, Gillette,
Wendy's, Ford, M&M Mars,
and others have refused to
advertise on WWF programming.
The PTC claims that it is
not for government censorship but it is out to eliminate
references to sex, violence or
anything it finds offensive by
strong arming companies

into not advertising on
programs they disagree with.
The PTC is a group of
"grassroots" people who are

out to tell the rest of us what

we should and shouldn't
watch.
The tricky part is that
they attempt to promote
their agenda not by an ad
campaign to consumers but
by bullying companies into
not advertising on the
programs they find offensive.
What is wrong with this
is that the PTC is concerned
about the WWF's affect on
children, however WWF
programming is aired at a
time that children should not
be watching.
Their programs begin

around 8 p.m. but continue
until 10 and sometimes 11,

well after the time that

"children" should have been
in bed.
Is it the WWF's fault that
parents do not monitor their
children's viewing habits? No,
of course not.
Wrestling-is no worse
than the violent films that
are shown regularly on
television. It is also fun
entertainment.
We should all be con-

cerned about children's

exposure to violent entertainment, but we don't need a
group of overzealous media
watchdogs deciding what we
watch by pressuring advertisers.

10 The Guardian
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[«] 2001 Battle of Bands winner announced
Visual Arts. Music. Film. Theatre.

By Leslie Benson
Arts and Entertainment
Editor

After six hours of steady,
tantalizing aural thrills, four
talented Wright State bands
withloyalfollowings,Crazy
Joe and the Mad River Outlaws, Workhorse, Frogger and
Strangers as Heroes, awaited
the announcement of the
winner of the 2001 Battle of
the Bands.
The half-filled Nutter
Center auditorium of mostly
enthusiastic, receptive
students sang along with the
tight, funky, tropical Dave
Matthews' style sounds of
Ohio State University band
O.A.R. They were immersed,
like the rest of the bands,
within a wall of stage fog and
wild mood lighting.
This year's competition

lured nearly double the
amount of people that
attended last year's, and the
impressive showmanship and
clear sound quality from each
of the bands suggests that

the concert was well-re-

hearsed and organized.
By the end of the night,
judges from various student
organizations formed their
final decision.
Joe (of 103.9's local band
show Joe's Garage, which airs
at 11 p.m. on Sundays)
assisted Union Activities
Board (UAB) Concerts Chair
JD. Giffin in announcing the
winner, the high-energy
rockabilly band Crazy Joe and
the Mad River Outlaws.
Overall, the evening was
memorable and exciting. Next
year's Battle of the Bands can
only get better.

5 Jeremy Apland of

E Strangers as Heroes
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Paul Kulis of Frogger
fingers funky bass beats.

Jerry DePizzo from O.A.R.
wails on his saxaphone.

"I didn't see it coming," said Joe Tritschler after
learning that his band, Crazy Joe and the Mad
River Outlaws, won this year's Battle of the
Bands. The band will use their free FJM Studio
time to record their first EP together. "The plan is
to cut a 45. We'll make CDs for the folks that
don't have turntables, of course, but the main
focus is to record a cool single." The band plans
to release an EP before the end of spring
quarter. For more information, contact Crazy Joe
at tritschler.2@wright.edu.·

By Michael Altvater

creating intimate portraits.
She started to paint
watercolor landscapes and
still lifes but was not satisfied
with the work.
"Landscapes and still lifes
never grabbed me until I put
in people," Brinkman said.
From there, everything
fell distinctly apart from the
human subjects. Brinkman
described this as a "Eureka!"
moment and has been painting portraits and genre pieces
ever since.

In a statement posted
among her watercolor, oil and
charcoal works, Brinkman
speaks of the intimacy gained
through her work in portraits.
"I can freely visit their
[the subject's] internal world,"
Brinkman said.
This counters our "phobic
world" that discourages
literal touch and dangerous
and offensive art.
The artist has been
recognized for her work in
creating portraits.

Ryan McCullough of
Workhorse increases the
heat in the battle.

[.ca] '] Celebration of Faces'on display at Riverbend
Staff Writer

New life peppers the
walls of the Riverbend Art
Gallery.
Dayton artist Donna
Brinkman is currently displaying a collection of original portraits, entitled "A

Celebration ofFaces."

Though Brinkman was
trained in abstract expressionism at Ball State Univer-

sity, she found her calling in

She won the Best of
Chicago Award in 1999 and
was a finalist in Artist Magazine for her portraits in 1998.
She has had gallery
openings in the past, but each
has been with other artists or
a group of artists. The
Riverbend Art Gallery is her
first solo opening.
Coupled with recent
renovations to the Riverbend

Art Gallery, Senior Cultural
Coordinator Dearnest
McLemore says that the local

response to the exhibit has
been enthusiastic.
The Riverbend Art
Gallery, which is located in
the Dayton Metroparks, is
also home to local art students.
A small classroom opens
to the new gallery within the

Riverbend facility.
Here students have the
opportunity to work in sight

of more accomplished artists.

See "Brinkman" p.14

[[{cote}
By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer

[Former WSU student hits the top of
Wednesday,
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charts as a Popstar in Eden's Crush

One of the five talented
women who have transformed their starring roles on
the WB's show "Pop Stars"
into a budding a hit record, is
none other than former WSU
theatre-arts major Nicole
Scherzinger.

Twenty-two-year-old

Scherzinger is one-fifth of the
new pop group Eden's Crush.
Although they are just
beginning to rise to stardom,
they have shown that they are
for real by selling more than
77,000 copies of their single
"Get Over Yourself" in its first
week. Making the single the
nation's number one selling
record, according to those at
SoundScan.
"The record will debut on
the Billboard Hot 100 chart at
number eight, and we think
that's pretty exciting," said
Steve Bailey, promotions
director at Dayton's WBDTTV.

Nicole Scherzinger was

born in Honolulu, Hawaii and

raised in Louisville, Kentucky,
where she grew up in a close·
and loving household along
side her mom, dad and sister.
Her mother was the lead hula
dancer in a big Hawaiian
family and taught Nicole to
dance the hula when she was
just a little girl.
She always loved to sing
and attended a theater arts
high school in Louisville, later
majoring in theater arts at
Wright State. At WSU she was
able to explore many areas of
the arts such as dramatic
theatre, musical theatre,
singing and dancing.
"Nicole is a fabulous
person and a dream to work
with," said Stuart McDowell,
chair of the Theatre, Dance
and Motion Picture Department. "She had the leads in
'Chicago,' which was directed
by Joe Deer, and 'Showboat,'
which I directed. Nicole is
what we call a 'triple threat.'

Nicole Scherzinger,
former Wright State
student and current
member of pop group
Eden's Crush,
performed the lead
female role in WSU's
1997 production of

"Chicago." She also

performed in WSU's
production of

"Showboat."

She's a marvelous singer, a
wonderful dancer and a
fabulous actress. She's also a
great human being.''
Though starring in many
roles at WSU, Scherzinger cut
her academics short, after

attending the university from
1996 to 1999, for the oppor-

tunity to go on tour with the
rock group Days of the New.
Performing as a female
background vocalist in

concerts opening for bands

including the Foo Fighters

and Bush, she also sang on

the Days of the New CD.
"You could tell she was
ready to make the move,"
said McDowell.
Scherzinger then left the
band to try her hand at pop
music.

After being judged by a

committee of music-industry
professionals from more than
1,000 hopefuls, she made the
group and grabbed at her
chance to become a Popstar.
Those who knew and
worked with Nicole in the
WSU Theatre Department
were in amazement, not only
by her extraordinary talent,
but by her equally outstanding character.

"She was so sweet and
kind. She had morals and ties

Nicole Scherzinger trains for her first live concert with pop
group Eden's Crush.

to her religion," said Sharon
Perry, departmental secretary.
Having spoken to so
many students who knew
Nicole and having had the
pleasure of knowing and
working with her myself, I
can truly say what a wonderful human being she was.
She was obviously
talented, but she never

flaunted it. In fact, the only
thing that seemed to get to
Nicole while in the department were those people who
would try and suck-up to her
because of her skill. She often
said how much she hated that
because it wasn't the praise
she sought after but the work
itself.
Nicole Scherzinger and

Eden's Crush will continue
their journey towards pop
stardom by touring this
summer with blockbuster
boy-band 'N Sync. The
group's first album, featuring
1 4-time Grammy Award
winner and executive producer David Foster, is set to
hit stores on May 1.

Rumba" Colbert is an expert
of folkloric percussion. Larry
Halpern worked as a jazz
pianist in California. Flutist
Keen studied at the
Juilliard School and in France
with Jean-Pierre Rampal. The
symphonic bassist, Don
Compton, works as a professor in the Music Department
of Wright State University.
Though American born,
Babalu has dedicated itself to
the Afro-Cuban style of
music. Drawn together by
their love of a music, the

has been widely acclaimed for
their authenticity. In fact,
much of the music is so
truthful that merely hearing it
seems to transport your mind
and body to a far off place.
Hoping to experience its
culture first hand, Babalu
plans to visit Cuba soon,
although Cary Colbert remarked, "I'm afraid I might
never want to come back." In
fact Colbert has an added
incentive, having been
personally invited there to
study with sacred drumming

collaboration of Cuban
drummer Chano Pozo and
American trumpeter Dizzy
Gillespie.
This group of musicians

Through concerts,
recordings and festival
appearances throughout the
Midwest, many are sure to
identify with Babalu's Cuban

based sound.
This music is so soul
stirring, that even audience
members who have never
heard Cuban music before
will clap, chant and dance by
the end of a performance.
Gail Keen is not at all surprised by this reaction.
"We felt the same way
when we discovered this
music," Keen said. "It's
infectious. Once we started
playing it, we never stopped."
Babalu will perform on
Thursday, April 26, at 9:30
p.m. at the Canal Street
Tavern, which is located on
308 E. First Street in downtown Dayton. For more
information, call (9 3 7) 4619343 or (937) 328-5282.

Goal] Babalu performs jazz Afro-Cuban style
By Shaun Tubbs
Staff Writer

The Babalu Afro-Cuban

Don Compton of Babalu

Jazz Ensemble brings their
unique and pulsating music
to the Canal Street Tavern for
a one-night concert event.
Babalu is a skillful group
specializing in Afro-Cuban
jazz music. The ensemble's
repertory includes traditional
Cuban Son, classic Latin jazz
from Cal Tjader and Mongo
Santamaria, as well as contemporary music from the
United States and Cuba.
The Babalu Jazz Ensemble is as diverse a group
as the music they play. They
come from a variety of
backgrounds. Cary "Mr.

Gail

group was born with the

master Pancho Quinto.

[on-] Wiley's comedy contest[ »» Kid]
s and spies
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more than two students from
By Leslie Benson
a specific university performArts and Entertainment
ing
per evening. Comedians
Editor
will have five minutes of
Have you ever dreamt of
stage time. Judging will
performing in front of a
consist of 50 percent audicrowd and making everyone
ence response and 50 percent
laugh? If so, have you ever
judging by Wiley's profesimagined yourself auditioning sional, headlining comedian
in front of producers from
appearing that week. At the
the Tonight Show in hopes of end of the contest, one
landing a spot on television?
finalist will be named from
Dayton's own Wiley's
each university and will
Comedy NiteClub is offering
compete in the finals on
the funniest students from
Wednesday, May 9.
Wright State, Sinclair and the
Wiley's boasts a strong
University of Dayton to
reputation of being Dayton's
compete against each other in first and Ohio's oldest
a stand-up comedy extravacomedy club.
ganza.
Comedians such as Pat
The contest's winner will
Kilbane began their career by
receive one week of paid
performing in Wiley's amaperformances at Wiley's and a teur nights. Since his time in
free trip for two to Burbank,
Dayton, Kilbane has worked
California, for a chance to
with television shows such as
audition as a finalist in the
Seinfeld and Mad TV. Lew
nationwide Tonight Show
Schneider also started out at
Audition Competition.
Wiley's and is now the
Students who are not
Executive Producer of Everyalready professional comedibody Loves Raymond.
ans are encouraged to contact
According to Rob Haney,
the club to register for the
the owner of Wiley's and a
contest. Six students will
writer for Jay Leno and the
compete each night, with no
Tonight Show as well as the

Bob and Tom Show, some
people are innately funny.
Other people are funny as a
result of their material.
"You never know who's
going to make it in this
business. If you have a bent
for comedy, this gives you a
good opportunity for stage
time. But there are no guarantees," said Haney. "If you're
any good, an agent will find
you."
Students will get free
admission to Wiley's College
Comedy Competitions with
their college ID.
In order to register, you
must arrive at Wiley's Comedy NiteClub, 101 Pine Street
in Dayton's Oregon District,
at least a half an hour before
the 8:30 p.m. showtime on
Thursday, April 12 (continuing each Thursday and
Sunday through May 6) or
Sunday prior to the finals on
Wednesday, May 9.
Call (937) 224-5653 for
more details or check out
www.wileyscomedyclub.com.
Check out Wiley's advertisement concerning the
contest on p.13.

By Scott Mendleson

For The Guardian
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There is a certain joy that
can be seen in performers
when they know that they are
in a film that is not something off the assembly line.
That glow of quality shines

from every frame in "Spy
Kids."

The film is filled with
bizarre ideas, wonderfully

imaginative sets, props and

concepts. It brims with joyful
actors and technicians who
knew what they were getting
into.
The plot concerns married ex-spies (Antonio
Bandaras and Carla Gugino)
who gave up the business to
raise a family. Their two
children have no idea what
their folks used to do for a
living.
When agents start vanishing, the ex-spies are unable to
resist going on yet another
adventure after nine years of
dealing with PTA meetings
and the like. However, they
are quickly captured, which
leaves the fate of the free

world in the hands of their
two pre-teen kids.

Can Carmen (Alexa Vega)

and Juni (Daryl Sahara) stop
the diabolical kids-show host,
Floop (Alan Cummings) and
his trusty sidekick, Minion
(Tony Shaloub), from finding
the mysterious third-brain
and creating an army of
super-intelligent, super- ~
strong robot kids?
The highest compliment
to be paid is that the young
characters never succumb to

child-acting cliches. They act

like real kids and do their
heroic deeds in manners
consistent with both their
child-like natures and own
personalities.
Although "Spy Kids" was
made for a target audience of
6 to 12 year olds, it is terrific
for all age groups. It is a
family film not because it is
sophomoric, cheesy or
condescending, but because it
lacks violence, profanity and
sexual content. If you can't
find a child to drag along,
just swallow your pride and

see "Spy Kids" anyway. It is

just that darn good.

Attention Students!
Student Health Services, in collaboration with

Wright State University Pharmacy and

Wyeth-Ayerst Pharmacueticals are able to provide
birth control pills at a cost to students of
$ 7 .00 per month. Student Health Services is able
to perform your annual Pap smear, STD testing,

and emergency contraception. Please call and
make an appointment to see the
Nurse Practitioner at

775-2552.
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[@e@]Tsunami Bomb[=.A] Rat keeps rock hot
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Arts and Entertainment
Editor

Tsunami Bomb includes members Mike, Dominic Davi,
Oobliette Sparks, Agent M and Gabriel 37.
Demanding uncensored
attention, Tsunami Bomb
differs from the wide-spectrum of punk bands with
their hearty B-horror movie
theme and ghoulish female
vocals.
Their newest release,

"The Invasion from Within,"

features six edgy, adrenalinefilled songs such as the title
track, which includes a Gothic
keyboard introduction and
consistent electric guitar riffs,
the catchy, relentless chorus

harmonies of "Marionette,"

and the 'thanks for nothing'
attitude of "Lemonade."
The five young musicians
that make up the band
include vocalist Agent M, who
sounds similar to the girls of
the Dance Hall Crashers,
keyboardist Oobliette Sparks,
guitarist Mike, bassist
Dominic Davi and percussionist Gabriel 3 7.
Tsunami Bomb's West
Coast roots are easily recognized.
Having formed in 1998,
the band has already toured
the country several times
with such bands as AFI, the
Ataris, the Mad Caddies and
the Groove Goulies.

"The Invasion from
Within" was recorded and
mixed by Dennis Mackay
(whose past credits include
David Bowie, Queen and Brian
Eno) at Hyde Street Studios in
San Francisco. This is an
album with enough fire to set
ablaze a spark in the hollow
halls of your mind and make
you think it is Halloween all
year round.
The band plans to tour on
the 2001 Warped Tour.
Check out
www.tsunamibomb.com for
more information.

Three bands. Free
music. Beer. What more
could a college student
ask for?
The Rathskellar, Wright
State's hole-in-the-wall sports
bar, which has hosted such
bands in the past as DoubleO-Nothing, Crazy Joe and the
Mad River Outlaws, Go Let
Go, The Scrubs, Phylum Idiota
and Strangers as Heroes,
continues to offer an open
stage to local bands.
The Union Activities
Board (UAB) will present
heavy garage rockers
Shadyside, East Dayton
punksters The Jackalopes
(think Misfits, Social Distortion and Electric Frankenstein) and newly formed WSU
band Burning Veda, comprised of psychology major
and guitar virtuoso Brian
Schumann, political science/
English major and bassist
Dave Stafford, English major
and lead vocalist Leslie
Benson and '80s/classic rock
percussionist Tim Amrhein,
which boasts a smooth
collaboration of blues, folk,
punk and garage rock.
The Jackalopes, who are
currently mixing their first
full-length album,

"Jacksploitation,"

NOW HIRING!

431-9150

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR:

-COOKS
-SERVERS
-BUSERS/DISHERS

record their first full-length album, "Jacksploitation," at

Commonwealth Audio on

March 31, 2001.

offers a CD version of
formerly vinyl copies of

their "White Trash

Monsters" EP, will sell

merchandise at the show.

Check out Shadyside,
Burning Veda and The
Jackalopes at the WSU
Rathskellar in the lower

and

portion of the Student

whose mp3.com site now

Union on Wednesday,
April 18, from 8 p.m.
until 11 p.m.
For more information,
please contact UAB Concerts
Chair J.D. Giffin at (93 7) 7755 500. Check out The
Jackalopes at http://hop.to/
thejackalopes.

Wiley's Comedy NiteClu
•

PRESENTS

•

Funniest Person on Campus
COMEDY
COMPETITION
a COMPETITION BEGINS ON APRIL12th
r THE FINALS ARE ON WEDNESDAY MAY 9th

TO ENTER CALL 224-JOKE for DETAILS

First Watch Restaurant
LOCATED AT 2614-A COLONEL GLENN HWY.
(ACROSS FROM THE NUTTER CENTER)

Gee Gee Bradley and Chao Wells of The Jackalopes

WINNER RECIEVES

' rA Paid Week of Performance at Wiley's Comedy NiteClub
ar Automatic Finalist for our Tonight Show Audition
Com.petition

Wiley's in the Oregon District

Dayton's First and Ohio's Oldest Comedy Club

DAYTIME ONLY RESTAURANT, SMOKE-FREE

FREE ADMISSION on WEDNESDAYS,
THURSDAYS, AND SUNDAYS with

401-K!

Call 224-JOKE for Reservations

ENVIRONMENT
COMPETI1VE WAGES, TUITION REIMBURSEMENT,
APPLY IN PERSON AFTER 2PM

COLLEGE ID (2 drink minimum)

www.wileyscomedyclub.com
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"Brinkman" continued
Brinkm an says she is
happy to hear that her
portraits are in view of the
beginning art students.
"We had a wonderful
opening and are pleased to
have Donna's work here,"
Mclemore said.
Brink.m an's work, "A
Celebration ofFaces," will be
on view until May 2 at the
Riverbend Art Gallery on East
Siebenthaler Avenue.
Call (937) 333-7000 for
more information.
R ET ! R E M HF

INS U R A N CE

Through May 2, 2001
Gallery Hours:

Monday- Friday
9a.m.--9p.m.
Saturday

9a.m.--3p.m.
MU

TUAL FUNDS

TR U5T SER V I (ES

TUIT ION

FI N A N C IN 6

Why is TIAA-CREF the

#1 choice nationwide?

The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.

~~

There could be one waiting for you with Time Warner
Cable, the company that's way out in front in the cable
TV industry. Right now we have over 350,000 subscribers in the Cincinnati area and to keep them smiling
over the summer, we need energetic, dependable team
players to join us full-time, for 8-10 weeks, in the
following areas:

Accounting/Payroll Field Operations

Year in and year out, employees at education and
research institutions have turned to TIAA-CREF.

Credit & Collections MIS

And for good reasons:

• Easy diversification among a range of expertly

managed funds

• A solid history of performance and exceptional
personal service
• A strong commitment to low expenses

• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income options
for decades, TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff

at over 10,000 campuses across the country invest forand enjoy-successful retirements.

Low Expenses
Customized
Payment Options
Expert Guidance

Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple.

for those who shape it."

Custoter Service
Facilities

Construction
Warehouse

The people we seek will be PC proficient and have
strong math skills along with general clerical knowledge and a reliable source of transportation.
Apply in person at our

Blue Ash Facility:

11315 Reed Hartman Highway, Suite 108
Cincinnati, Ohio 45241
Monday - Friday, 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Send resumes to:

Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future

eep-B

you cat©

1.800.842.2776

w ww.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before you
invest. • TIAA-CREF lndividuat and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc distribute securities products.
• Teachers insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New York, NY and TIAA-CREF life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and
annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust sel'Vices. • Jnvestment products are not FDIC insured. may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. © 2001 Teachers tnsurance and Annuity Association -College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/02

Time Warner Cable
Attn: Human Resources
1 1252 Cornell Park Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
Fax: (513) 489-598.2
No phone calls please 111
An equal opp_ortunity employer M/F/D/V

{©TIME WARNER
CA BLE
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Wright State's Sports Source.

Raiders remain red hot
By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

The Wright State baseball

team (18-14, 3-1 MCC) keeps

piling up the wins for head

coach Ron Nischwitz. The
team already has 18 wins,
with 2 7 games left, excluding
the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference Tournament. Last
year they were 19-39.
"First of all, we have a
much better attitude and it's
positive," Nischwitz said. "We
are an improved team. All the
guys are playing better than
they did last year and our
pitching and newcomers have
stepped up. We are a much
better team and our goal is 3 5

wins."
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"We played very well,"
«le
or: Nischwitz
said. "We are
a.
0

Senior co-captain

Jim Morris looks for the right pitch.

The team began last week
at nationally-ranked Ohio
State (22), who carried a 20-5
record to the contest, but
Wright State was ready to
battle and gave OSU its sixth
loss of the season.
getting better defensively as
the year goes on. We didn't
make any errors and Ohio

State did. Lance Links hit a
home run and Chris Bedford
and Eric Oberding both
pitched well."
Senior lefty Chris Bedford
pitched seven innings and he
gave up four runs on seven
hits with four strikeouts.
Junior Eric Oberding pitched
the final inning and struck
out two to pick up the save.
Junior Lance Links hit a
home run and drove in three
runs. Sophomore Chris Tuttle
was 3-for-3 from the plate
and had two RBI. Junior Chris
Ranstead scored a pair of
runs and sophomore Bill
Johnson had a pair of hits.
The Raiders invaded
Bulldog Park last weekend to
begin MCC play and took 3of-4 from last year's MCC
champions.
"We thought that this was
an important series,"
Nischwitz said. "The game we
lost, Scott Marshall didn't

have his control and his

change-up was not effective.
Some guys also made errors."
Junior Brian Stephens
pitched a complete game and
struck out seven for his

second win of the season in
game one on Friday. The
Raiders scored four runs in
the fifth inning en route to a

6-3 victory.

"Brian Stephens pitched
well on Friday," Nischwitz
added. "Braden pitched ok on
Saturday and Bedford pitched
well. Oberding has become

our temporary closer while
Joe Powers nurses some

injuries. Our starting pitching
has kept us in many games."
Junior Tom Bohr, senior
Jim Morris and Tuttle each
collected two hits, and Morris
scored twice in the victory.
The schools played a
doubleheader on Saturday
with Butler winning game
one, 9-3, but the Raiders
rebounded with a 12-4
pounding in the nightcap.

In the latter game,

freshman Aaron Braden
pitched a complete game for
his fifth victory of the season.
Tuttle was 2-for-2, with two
RBI, two walks and a run
scored. Freshman Trent

See "Baseball" p. 18

Softball team opens conference play on a roll
By Justin Ross
Staff Writer

The Wright State softball
team split a twin-bill with the
University of Toledo, as they
won 5-0 in game one, and
then lost 2-1 in a close
nightcap last Thursday.
Junior Sheila Hess picked
up the win in game one going
the distance and striking out
nine, while only giving up
two hits. Sophomore Kristin
Bultinck was stuck with the
loss in the game two, despite
working overtime in extra
innings and picking up seven
strikeouts.
The Raiders opened up
conference play last weekend
with a home doubleheaders
against Detroit and Cleveland
State.
Into conference play, the
Raiders opened with a bang
by smoking Detroit in the

opener 13-0, to topple the

Titans in just five innings.
Sophomore pitcher Nikki
Scott earned the win on the
mound.
The Titans bounced back
in game two, to win by a 3-2

score over the seven-inning

span.
"We came out and
attacked the ball and everything was going our way in
game one (against Detroit),
but I have to give them a lot
of credit, because they came
back (game two) and played

really well," said Raider head

coach Sheila Nahrgang.
The weekend was
wrapped up with another
home doubleheader against
Cleveland State. The Raiders
swept CSU to raise their
record to 21-13, 3-1 in the
MCC.
The first contest was the
gigantic tension builder. The
Raiders took the lead early,
jumping out to a 3-0 advantage after the first five
innings.
Senior Michelle Demmitt
singled through the right
side to score freshman third
baseman Valerie Cute from
third. Demmitt then stole
second, and advanced to
third on a throwing error by
the catcher. Junior Amber
Kolle then singled to left
field to score Demmitt.

Junior Maria Barhorst
gave the Raiders more
breathing room with smart

base running, after smacking
a 2-0 pitch to center field for
a single. Barhorst then

advanced to second, courtesy

of a sacrifice bunt by Scott,
and then moved to third on a
wild pitch. Barhorst finished
off her tour of the bases by
stealing home.
Cleveland State didn't
give up on the game as it
managed to score once in
both the sixth and seventh
innings, but it wasn't enough.
The green and gold used that
momentum to run wild on
the Vikings, winning 6-2.
"Cleveland State and
Wright State are big rivals, so
to take two away from them
is a big confidence booster,"
Nahrgang added.
Barhorst and Demmitt
were the standouts for the

week. Barhorst was 12-for-20

at the plate while scoring six
runs. Demmitt made sure she
cleaned all the bases as she

went 8-for-17, that included
five doubles and six runs of
her own. Demmitt was
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Sophomore Nikki Scott hurls a fastball in a Raider win.
recognized for her work by
the MCC and named the MCC
Player of the Week. Scott (92) was also honored, as she
was named Pitcher of the
Week by the conference.
"Our defense helped a
lot," N ahrgang said. "They
got some nice catches in the

.r:
a.

field and stopped the runners from advancing. They

were a huge help."

The game against Indiana
on Tuesday was canceled and
as of now, there are no plans
to reschedule it. Saturday at
1 p.m.,WSU will host Butler
for a doubleheader.
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Tennis teams post big wins

By Justin Ross
Staff Writer

Wright State's tennis
teams continued their breakthrough season as the men's
team went undefeated for the
week, and the women's team
split their matches. The men
defeated Northern Kentucky
7-0, local rival Xavier 5-2 and
Duquesne 6-1 to raise their
season record to 18-4.

The women's team
defeated the University of
Dayton in a lopsided 8-1
match and then fought
Midwestern Collegiate Conference rival University of
Illinois-Chicago but came up
short by one match in dropping the event 4-3.
"We are doing great," said
head coach Herb Foster. "I
can't complain about our
record, and we have beaten

WRIGHT STATE
5PIRIT UNIT

every team in the conference.
It almost makes me nervous
seeing them do so well."
Sophomore Debbie
Campbell went 2-0 for the
week by defeating UD's Anna
Ohlson 6-4, 6-1 and UIC's
Anca Gumuscu 7-5, 6-4.
Junior Gloria Montero
won both her matches in
beating UIC's Kim Harris 6-3,
6-3 and UD's Kristen White 63, 6-2. Sophomore Kyana
Jackson went three sets with
UIC's Alyson Stalzes and
came out victorious after
calmly beating UD's Amanda
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Croose 6-0, 6-1.

"This is the toughest
team ever in my four years,
and it is our best chance ever
to win the MCC," said senior
Leslie Marcum. She teamed
up with freshman Kara
Dunbar to win the number
one doubles against UD 8-4.
"It (the match against
UIC) was close, but we lost
without our top lineup,"
Marcum added. "It proves
that we should win and can
do it."
The men's team blew
through the competition,
starting with NKU.
Junior Chad Derry was a

three-time winner at the

•
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Senior Mike Brush is ready for a serve against Duquesne.
number two seed for the
Raiders, as was junior Chad
Camper. Senior duo Warren
Gavin and Mike Brush were
both undefeated as individuals and as doubles partners.
"I'm a senior and I've
seen (coach Foster) build this
team from the ground up,"
said Gavin. "When I came in, I
think we were 8-20 with a
weak schedule, but now we

:
a.

are 18-4 with a stronger

schedule."
Both squads take on the
defending MCC champions
Butler University. Action will
begin at 10 a.m.
"We have an opportunity
to win double MCC championships," Foster said. "We are
ready for Butler and we want
to beat them more than
anyone."

Raiders place filth at Ohio Invitational

By Tony Arnold
StaffWriter

The Wright State track team
engaged in trial-by-fire in some

intense individual races at the
Ohio Invitational last Saturday
afternoon. WSU placed fifth
overall as they tallied 3 2 points,
but were once again led by

some solid-individual performances. Sophomore Jessica
Kuhr showed a great deal of
character in claiming another
championship in the 5,000meters. She surged past Jacki
Waller from Ohio University and
pressed her way to the victory
. in 17:56.03.

Classmate Cecy Kinne

finished eighth in 19:10.53.

THE ONLY THING
MISSING IS YOU...
SPIRIT UNIT TRY-OUTS

May 3-5, 2001
(Cheerleaders, Dancers, and Mascot)

CLINICS:
Thursday-Friday

5:30-8:30 PM
McLin Gyms

TRY-OUTS: SATURDAY

Team: 8:30am-12:30pm
Cheer/Mascot: 12:30-4:30pm

Dance

McLin Gyms

For a try-out brochure, contact the
Athletic Department at 775-2771

6% Got Beer?

AIRFIELD
WI N E

1,000 wines from 20 Regions!
Over 200 Micro Brewed & Speciality Imported Beers

# Beer Tasting Every Friday 4p - 7p
# Wine Tasting Every Saturday 12p - Sp

.;,1-6----------•
'5

Home Wine and Beer Making Supplies

Mon. - Sat. 11-7

4,27-1007
fairfieldwine@earthlink.net
In Gemini Plaza on N. Fairfield

[Fair@el@aii]
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Lakeview Z

Road. Next to Wallaby's, 1/2mile..ll
south of the Mall at
Fairfield Commons!

Kemp Rd.

Rt.-35

"We were happy with our
performances considering the
heat," said Christina Haverfield.
Haverfield continued to
provide WSU with a presence in
the steeple chase. She placed
fifth in 12:48.88. Amanda
Kalrymple took fifth place in
the 400-meter hurdles in 72.79.
"The meet was very
competitive and that is what we
are looking for," Haverfield
added. "I think we keep getting
a little closer to our goals each
time out."
Junior Liz Miller grabbed a
sixth place in the 800-meter run
in a time of 2:29.22. Jennifer
Blackford gave the Raiders
some punch in the field events
by finishing seventh in the
javelin throw (85'05.00).
Freshman Mary Maxton finished
eighth in the 1,500-meter run in
5:13.73.
Ohio played the role as
greedy hosts and won the meet
with 297.5 points.
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Dayton Bombers work overtime Dayton Dragons-=sold out
By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

You'd think the Dayton
Bombers hockey players
hoped they were paid by the
hour, as they worked overtime in their first two games
of the 2001 Kelly Cup
playoffs.
The Charlotte Checkers
took game one, 3-2 in
double overtime last Friday,
~
but the Bombers rebounded
E
with a 3-2 decision in
··••.•<'·•••·•·········••···•······ L.
«G
overtime Saturday night.
Do
According to head coach
r
~
Greg Ireland, his team did
~
not do the things they
]
needed to for the playoffs.
•
"We need to shoot the
.S
puck," Ireland said. "We
£
need to go to the net and
a.
win battles on the walls. We
Defender
Greg
Labenski
can't turn the puck over."
The Bombers responded skates toward the goal.
to Ireland's wishes, and the
team evened the best-three- faceoff left of the net and
got the puck to Schill in
of-five series, at 1-1.
front of the pipes for the
"We did a heck of a job
shot. Checker goalie Jason
(Saturday night)," Ireland
LaBarbera
could only watch
added. "We won battles. We
the
shot
go
past his pads
were disciplined and we
really worked on the neutral for the winner.
"Schill, right before (the
zone, and that was a big key
game winner), went down
for us."
and fired a great shot at
Dayton came out in
them," Ireland added. "Then
game two and was much
right off the draw, he didn't
more aggressive. Ireland
also changed the goaltender hesitate and that was a big
goal."
position, as Greg Gardner
East Coast Hockey
got the start over Alex
League
Defenseman of the
Westlund.
"We have two very good Year, Tom Nemeth, got the
Bombers on the board first
goaltenders, and they've
shared duties all year long," in the second period.
Nemeth beat a defender on
Ireland said.
the left side and had an
Left winger Jonathan
open shot for the shortSchill scored the gamehanded score. Gardner
winner 2:33 into the overassisted the goal.
time session on Saturday.
Bill McCauley continued
Center Jamie Ling won a

the scoring with a powerplay goal at 15:19 in the
same period. Schill and Mike
Isherwood were credited
with helpers. Charlotte
netted two unanswered
goals, setting up Schill's
heroic score.
"I think our guys have
done a good job on the
defensive side of the puck,
and I think that it's so
important that we don't give
them those odd-man
rushes," Ireland said. "We
slipped a little early, but we
got back our concentration
and we picked it up."
Dayton outshot Char-

By Jason Seaman
Sports Editor

The hottest ticket in this
town is for a Dayton Dragons
baseball game. That is, if you
can get a ticket. The 2001
season is underway for the
Class A team, and the majority
of the seats have sold out for
the second consecutive year.
"This place is great," said
first-year coach Donnie Scott.
"Can't wait to see the seats full
here (Fifth Third Field)."
The Dragons enter their
sophomore season in the city
of Dayton, and last year they
finished 70-67. Players feel
they are a better team now.
lotte in game two, 47-21,
"We got to get a ring this
including a 12-2 mark in the year," said rookie shortstop
first period.
David Espinosa. "Everyone
In the first game of the expects us to win, and we
series, the Bombers tied the should win this year."
score at 1-1 in the first
"We have solid pitching
period as forward Jeff
this year and guys that can
Mitchell took a pass from
really drive the ball," Scott
Jamie Ling and Ben Keup for added. "We are pretty solid all
the goal.
the way around. They will
Ling tied the game with
make mistakes this year
3 5 seconds left in regulation because they are really young.
to take the game to overI expect to win."
time. Defender Dan Preston
Espinosa will begin the
and forward Brendan Brooks season batting in the leadoff
set the game-tying goal up
spot. The
as Ling was open in front of shortstop
the goal for the shot. 48
signed right
seconds into the second
out of
overtime, David Oliver
Gulliver Prep
flipped a shot over
High School.
Westlund's glove for the
He is the
winner.
second
Games three and four of shortstop to
the series are in Charlotte at do this
Independence on Thursday
following
David Espinosa
and Saturday, respectively.
Texas Ranger
"I thought the whole
Alex Rodriguez.
game (two) was a momen"My goals this year
tum builder for us," Ireland
include hitting over .300 and
added. "We had 4 7 shots
playing as good as I can,"
and that's a pretty darn
Espinosa added. "I am the
good night."
lead-off guy, so I need to get

on base and score runs. I also
need to play good defense."
Dayton has a lineup full of
power hitters. First baseman
Samone Peters and left fielder
Chris Williamson are just a
few who have the capabilities
to send the ball yard.
"We need a wrestling ring
for this

bunch,"

Scott added.
"These guys
are huge. I
call them
theWWF
(World
Wrestling
Federation)
team. They
got some
Donnie Scott
real beef to them. Every guy is
six feet or over, including a
6'7', 290-pound guy (Peters). I
expect a lot of balls to fly out
of this park."
Scott sees no flaws with
this team.
"We have some speed on

this team, but I feel there are

no true weaknesses on this
ballclub," Scott said. "I am the
only guy that can screw it up."
Spots are still available on
the lawn for games this
season. Lawn seats are $4.
Scott feels Dragons' games are
great for college students.
"Well, there are a lot of
good looking guys for the
women," joked Scott. "Anyone
can come out and enjoy a
baseball game. Dayton is a

great atmosphere and every

aspect of a Dragons game is
entertaining. Even 1-0 games
can be fun out here. It's how
baseball should be."
Dayton hosts Michigan on
Wednesday and Thursday and
take on Western Michigan this
weekend at Fifth Third Field.
All games begin at 7 p.m.
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Family Entertainment Center

3220 Dayton-Xenia Road • Beavercreek, Ohio 45434

Phone: 429-5959
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#SER OWEST
LIVE ACTION LASER

TAG AT ITS BEST!
Tammie Stout
General Manager

LASER QUEST CENTERVILLE

20l East Alex-Bell Road

Centerville, Ohio 45459

Tel: (937) 434-0088

Fax: (937) 434-0066

http://www.laserquest. com
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BASEBALL
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Indiana
6:30
p.m.

THU

SAT

FRI

14
UIC#

13
UIC

12

6 :3 0
p .m .

Noon

W. at
Northern

TENNIS

MON

TUE

16

17

Otterbein
6:30 p.m.

UIC*

1 p.m.

Men vs.
Xavier
3p.m.

Kentucky Butler
at

Miami

at
Cleveland St.
lnvit.

GOLF
at
Charlotte

Golfers finish sixth

By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

The Wright State golf
team got contributors from

Both
at

TRACK

Home games in Bold.

15

Butler#
1 p.m.

SOFTBALL

DAYTON
BOMBERS

SUN

at
Charlotte

Charlotte
7p.m.

MCC Game

# Doubleheader

Raider Profile

Holly Uber
Junior, cross country/track team
Pittsburgh, PA/ Taylor Allderdice H.S.

every angle as they placed
sixth-out-of-15 teams at the

Ball State Invitational Suriday.
Ball State took home top
honors after carding a team
score of 891 while Ferris State
finished second with 905.
Wright State made quite a
statement as reigning champs
in the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference by defeating all
three-conference schools in
attendance.
The Butler Bulldogs (921)
finished a close seventh while
Detroit (927) manned the
eighth position. Cleveland
State didn't fare well in the
overall competition, ending
up 15th with a score of 961.
"We have to be the
favorite to win again this
year," explained senior
Junichi Hayashi. "Butler,
Detroit and Green Bay are all
right there, too. Green Bay
played well in the fall and

they have got some power,

but if we all have our games,
this will be nothing we can't
handle."

"Baseball" continued

Birthday: July 15,
1980

Major: Biology
Nickname: "I don't
really have one."

Why you chose

Most memorable
"Ever
moment in running:
Favorite movie:

Julia Roberts

After"

Favorite TV show:

"Friends"

Favorite musician:
Savage Garden

WSU: "To get away
from home."

Favorite song: "Big
Pimpin" (Jay Z)

"Miami cross country course because
there are bridges,
and it's cool."

"The OAR CD."

Favorite course:

Favorite runner:

Marion Jones
Events: "I run the

1,500-meters and on

the 4X800 relay."

Favorite sports
team: Pittsburgh
Steelers

Favorite sport besides running: Foot-

ball

Favorite athlete:

Tiger Woods

Last CD purchased:
Best book you've
read: "Great Souls"
(David Aikman)

Favorite food:
Pasta

Favorite drink:
Gatorade

the city championship
my junior year."

Most embarrassing
moment in runnin g: "I
fell down a hill when it
was really muddy in
high school. I had to
finish the race all
muddy."

Part of your race that
needs improvement:
"Mental aspect."

Best part of your
race: "My start."
Where do you see
yourself in 10 years:

Favorite ice cream
flavor: Mint chocolate "Working somewhere
chip

Favorite restaurant:
Panera Bread

Ideal vacation spot:
Hawaii

Hobbies: "I practice

pilate (yoga)."

Favorite actor:

Pet peeve: "When

Favorite actress:

thing in practice."

Ben Affleck

"In high school, I won

people time every-

cool and not running."

Four people you'd
invite to dinner:

Matthews was 3-for-4 at the

plate as he scored two runs
and drove in a pair in the
victory.
In the loss, WSU senior
Scott Marshall gave up eight
runs on eight hits. Junior
catcher Nick Shields was
perfect from the plate in his
three trips with two RBI.

Ranstead was 2-for-3 as he

scored two runs.
In the weekend finale on
Sunday, Wright State put four
runs on the board in the
second inning for a 9-5 win.
Morris, Ranstead and Tuttle
all collected RBI singles in the
inning.
Bedford earned the win
on the mound, and Oberding
picked up his fourth save on
the year.
Tuttle had three RBI, and
Matthews went 3-for-4 as he
hit his second homer of the

Leading the way for the
Raiders was sophomore John
Schones who tied for second
after firing a 2 21. The top
finisher for WSU sandwiched
first and third round scores
of 73 between a 75. Fellow
sophomore and MCC Golfer
of the Week Jesse Hutchins
placed 14th overall after
carding a third round score of
73 for a total of 227.
Billy Day was the number
three man for Wright State as
he finished tied for 19th. The
native of Colorado fired
rounds of 79, 74 and 77.
Hayashi rounded out the
scoring for the Raiders.
The senior shot 80,81 and
80 for total of 241 and 58th
overall.
The team is back in
action April 15-16 at the CER/
CSU Invitational in Delaware,
Ohio, hosted by Cleveland
State.
"The Cleveland State
Invitational will be an MCC
preview so to speak," Hayashi
added. "There is going to be
some head-to-head competition and there might be some
surprises, but we know what
we are capable of, and we
should do pretty good."
year and scored three runs.
Morris had two hits, two
runs scored and two RBI.
Wright State was scheduled to host Eastern Kentucky, but weather conditions
cancelled the contest.
The Raiders host Indiana
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
Wright State look for revenge
as the Hoosiers spoiled the
Raiders inaugural night game
last season, 6-3 on April 12.
WSU hosts first-place UIC
this weekend for four games,
starting on Friday at 6:30
p.m. The doubleheader begins
Saturday at 12 p.m. and
Sunday's game starts at 1
p.m.
"They are tough, and they
are playing good baseball
now," Nischwitz added. "They
hit the ball well and have a
good pitching staff."
Otterbein comes to
Nischwitz Stadium on Tuesday for a 6:30 p.m. match-up.

Guaranteed starting pay!

"Joshua Jackson, Meg
Ryan, Will Smith and
Julia Roberts."

Co-ops/Scholarships awarded. Conditions Exist.

very dedicated runner

www.workforstudents.com

Comment from Jessica Kuhr: "She is a

and a caring person."

10-40 hrs/wk. we train!

Call Mon.-Fri., 12-6 pm 436-3580

Wednesday,

$13.25 base-appt.

guaranteed starting pay.
Fun work environment with
other students. 10-40 hours/
week around classes/other

job. Co-ops/Scholarships

awarded, conditions exist.
Customer services/sales, no
telemarketing, no door-todoor sales. No experience
necessary, we train. Must
have positive attitude and
good people skills.
www.workforstudents.com

Call Monday-Friday, 12-6,

937-436-3580.

www.earnparttime.com
NCR Country Club is now
hiring part-time seasonal
staff, servers, bartenders,
banquet cooks, dishwashers. Must be available
evenings and weekends.
Apply in person at 4435
Dogwood Trail, Kettering,
OH or

call 643-6969.

$10/hr GUARANTEED-

Work on campus F/T or
P/T for as little as 5-10
hrs/wk or as many as

40hrs./wk. Be your own

boss. Create your own
schedule. Limited posi-

tions. Call 1-800-808-7442

x80.
Hiring personal assistant-Female assistant wanted
for female with a disability
in Belmont area. Some
lifting required. $ 8 per hr.
8-15 hours per week,
evening hours including
some weekends. Call 2548071
EXTRA CASH MAKING TIE
DYED SHIRTS. Part-time
worker(s) needed for
general labor positions at
an Enon company (about
10 minutes from campus).
Flexible morning and
afternoon shifts available,
relaxed atmosphere,
starting pay at $6.50/hr.
with raise possible after 3
months. Contact Gunnar

at 864-2800.

Earn back the money you
spent on Spring Break! $8
an hour, flexible hours,
helping young disabled
person with dressing,
bathing, hygiene, grooming, and light house cleaning and meal preparation.

Female Preffered. Call

Tracey at 427-8499

Participants needed for
auditory research projects.
Must be 18-50 years of age,
ambulatory and U.S. citizen. Must have 20/20
vision and be able to pass
vision and hearing test.
Flexible hours Mon.
through Fri. Pay is $10/hr.
Close to WSU. For more
info, contact Judy Lee at
255-3432 or email
judy.lee@wpafb.af.mil
Family in Beavercreek
would like to hire a student
to work with our 7 year old
autistic son. Prefer, but not
limited to, psychology,
education, or nursing
student. Will train! Starting
pay is $8 per hour, parttime. Call Kathleen at 4262973
Earn $320-600 per week in
your hometown. 40 hrs. per
week, 3 day weekends,

bonus/advancement oppor-

tunities. Call 1-800-589-9444
for an interview with College
Craft House Painters.

ForRent

Amity Green Apartments.
Large one and two
bedroom apartments,
range, refrigerator, A/C,
carpet, and mini-blinds.
Five minutes to WSU +
WP AFB, plus major
shopping centers. 8792525.
Red Deer Apts. Studio, 1 +
2 Bedrooms call 878-7758
Reduced Deposit!
College Park room available
Immediately. 1st floor,
male, non-smoking. Call
Derek at 775-1606.
Englewood area, roomate
wanted to share a 3 bedroom house. Serious
inquiries only. Huge fenced
rear yard, washer/dryer,
1.5 bath, central air. Call
Katrina at 898-7416 or 2510221
Dayton-New Subdivision
in Bellefontaine Meadows
off Bellefontaine Road. Two
bedroom duplex with W/D
hookups, central heat/AC,
high vaulted ceiling, 2 car
garage, new subdivision is
only 15 minutes to Wright
State. $650/month plus
deposit. Available for
immediate occupancy. Call
233-6426 or pager (937)

640-9271.

Walking Distance to WSU, 2
br OFF Campus Forest

Lane. 937-879-5184

CONSIDERING ABORTION?
Information on a women's
choices. Free pregnancy
testing and pregnancy
exams. Three convenient
locations; Dayton, Xenia,

Huber Heights. Call Miami
Valley Women's Center.

298-2822.

FREE DETAILS! Raise funds
for your Fraternity,
Sorority, school,

Organization, etc. Large or
Small. Perfectly legal. Earn
thousands, Great money
raiser! Contact Connolly
International Corp., Box

283-M, Folsom, PA 19033-

iea CPR raining 48AP?]

(937)
898 7660'
FOR YOURHEALTH
Community 'TrainingCenter

,American
Heart Association,
HeathrcruPowides:\\2year certification

An Outstanding

Phone/Fax: 1-610-

328-7460

Place to Work!

Moraine Country Club
is now hiring for the
following positions:

-Servers
-Bartenders
-Cooks

Razor Bumps, Ingrown
Hairs? Try Bumphree for
proven results! Send for
FREE sample. Email to:
ecampbell@sgci.com visit
Http://www.bumphree.com

- Receptionist

If you have a strong work ethic
and a positive attitude,
we can offer:

-Matching IRA

-Paid Holidays

- Outstanding Wages
-Paid Sick Days
-Health Insurance
-A Fun Working Environment!
We will accept applications
Wednesday-Sunday between
2:00pm and 5:00pm.
No phone calls please, or email
resumes to club00l@aol.com

FerSale

For Sale. Magazines
including many others are
too timid to carry.
NEWSREADERS
BOOKSTORE serving
Fairborn, Wright State, and

19

services

0283.

Abortions thru 24 weeks.
Free pregnancy test. 1401
E. Stroop Road 293-3917.
www.womensmedcenter.com
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BETHLEHEM LUTHERAN
CHURCH AND SCHOOL
EASTER SUNDAY SERVICES, APRIL

"HE IS RISEN"

WPAFB. 879-4444.

15, 2001

6:4 5 AM SUNRISE SERVICE

10:45 WORSHIP SERVICE
1240 SOUTH MAPLE AVENUE
FAIRBORN, OH
Church Office: 878-0651
School Office: 878-7050
TDD ONLY: 878-8794

www .oberers.com

BIcO)

HEARTLAND

BING O

457 Dayton Ave.
Xenia,OH

372-6699

SUMMER JOBS
WITH

FREE HOUSING!!!
Full-Time
Employment,
Above Minimum Wage
Free Housing
In The Woods
Completion Bonus
Earn up to $3000+
for Summer!!!

For further information
call Jim or Chuck
at 775-4141

Games Start at 7pm: Thursdays and Fridays
Looking for something different to do on Thursday and Friday nights?

How About Bingo?

Over $30,000 paid out nightly on Bingo and Instants

ga! ! s r A ! e m []

I $5.00 OFF

Your Package With This Ad!

I

l. =a nm , LL'2&±lg

-

20
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CAMPUS SHUTTLE SCHEDULES 2000 - 2001

MON. - THURS. UNTIL 10:05PM / FRI UNTIL 6:05PM

ROUTE 1

7:30

7:40
7:50
8:00
8:10

LOT20
1 :10

7:35

1:30
1:40
1:50

7:45
7:55
8:05

8:30
8:50
9:00

2:30

8:25
8:35
8:45

2:50

9:05

8:40
9:10

9:20

9:30

9:40
9:50

10:00

10:10

10:20

10:30
10:40
10:50

3:10
3:30
3:50
4:10
4:30

9:45

3:55

5:10
5:30
5:50

10:35

12:00

12:50

9:25
9:35

9:55
10:05
10:15
10:25

4:50

8:30

12:30

11 :25
11 :45
12:05

HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE

LANE

7:15

7:2O

8:45

8:50

8:00

9:30

10:15
1 1 : 00
11 :45

12:30
1 :15

200
245
3:30

4:15
5:00
5:45

6:30

PARK

7:25

8:05

8:10

9:35

9:40

10:20
1 1 :05
11 :50
12:35
1 :20

2:05
2:50

3:35

4:20
5:05
5:50

6:35

8:55
10:35
1 1 :10
11 :55
12:40
1 :25

2:10
2:55

LANE

9:00

9:45

10:30
11 : 1 5
12:00
12:45
1 :30

2:15
3:00

3:45
4:30
5:15

6:40

6:45

HAMILTON FOREST COLLEGE

HALL / SU

7:3O

8:15

3:40
4:25
5:10

5:55

PARK

MONDAV

VILLAGE

6:00

PINE

7:35
8:20
9:05
9:50
10:35
11:20

6:30

6:35

6:40

G:45

8:35

8:40

8:45

7:30

8:25
8:30
DROP OFF ONLY

3:15
3:25

3:45

4:05

4 :25
4:45
5:05
5:25

5:45

11 :15
11 :.25

7:25

-

HALL

11 :05

7:45
8:10
8:25

12:35

9:05

12:45
1:05

FRIDAY

il:lele'ilir

11 :35
11 :55

12:15

8:45

9:25

9:45

1 0:05

UNTIL 6:55 PM

MILLETT

HALL

LOT 20

7:40

r lr y l- le ile

9:55

r ii le' al; ilr le

8:25
9:10

iy le ·le y ·3le
Me yll ·le le ·le

10:40
11 :25

le 9le l lele

12:55
1:40

9le ll ale al 3Me

12:10

2:25
3:10

3:55
4:40
5:2.5

G:10

6:55

ile le le lelee le
lele yle le le le

3l le 3l all ale le

Artlele er le

3:15
4:00

4:45
5:30

6:15
:lee·ole lele

MCLIN
GYM

7:50
8:35

9:20

10:05

10:50

11:35

12:20
1:05

1:50
2:35

3:20
4:05

4:50
5:35
6:20

le ole yelly- ·ale ·le

SATURDAYS ONLY

PINE HALL

6:25
7:25

10:45

2:35

2:45
2:55
3:05

7:15
7:35
7:55

WOODS

2:20
3:20
4:20

10.25
10:35

2:25

6:05

6:05
6:50

VILLAGE
2:15
3:15
4: 15

10:15

2:05
2:15

10:55

5 20

2:10
3:10
4: 10

9:55

1:25
1:45
1:55

5:55

12:50
1 :35
2:20
3:05
3:50
4:35

ROUTE 3

7:40

10:05

12:05

2:05
3:05
4:05

7:35

4:15

WOODS

2:00

3:00
4:00

3:15
3:35

9:35
9.45

9:15
9:35
9:55

12:55

9:50

9:25

8:20

12:35

9:30

9:05
9:15

8:35
8:55

12:25

8:50
9:10

8:55

le lele Ai esh

11 :15

7:50

8:35
8:45

5:35

10:45

8:30

8:05
8.15

4:35
4:55
5:15

10:55
11 :05

ROUTE 2
HALL / SU

8:25

9:15

3:00

7:10
7:30

12:20

1:55
2:05

2:45
2:55
3:05

11 :00
11 :10
11 :20
11:40

7:55

2:15
2:25
2:35

8:55

2:40

MCLINGYM

7:45

1 :15
1 :35

1:45

8:15

2:00
2:10
2:20

8:20

MIL.LEI I

7:45

OFFICE

MALL

MEIJER DEPOT FOODCT
2:25

2:35

3:35
4:35

3:50
4:50

6:50
7:50
9:00

7:00
8:00
9:15

7:15
8:15
9:30

3:25
4:25

2:50

-- NO PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

SHUTTLES RUN ONLY \NHILE CLASSES ARE IN SESSION AND DURING FINALS WEEK.
NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS.
ALL SHUTTLES ARE
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 OR 2.
$1 CHARGE EACH WAY FOR ROUTE 3 (EXACT CHANGE PLEASE).

VHEEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE.

